### Product Description
NADCO® Silicone Splicing Tape 981 is a thin, strong polyester (PET) splicing tape coated with a specially formulated silicone pressure sensitive adhesive (PSA). Specifically designed as a high performance splicing tape, NADCO® tape 981 performs in high temperature applications. NADCO® 981 is available in blue and yellow.

### Product Construction
| Polyester (PET) | Silicone adhesive |

### Features & Benefits
- Thin, strong polyester offers excellent performance in a wide variety of demanding applications
- High performance silicone adhesive provides secure bond on silicone treated materials
- Good temperature; performs well over a wide range of environmental conditions

### Typical Physical Properties
If technical data is required, please contact your NADCO® sales professional or customer service representative to enter a technical service request for the specific data needed.
Technical Information
The technical information, recommendations and other statements contained in this document are based upon tests or experience that NADCO® believes are reliable, but the accuracy or completeness of such information is not guaranteed.

Product Use
Many factors beyond NADCO® control and uniquely within user’s knowledge and control can affect the use and performance of a NADCO® product in a particular application. Given the variety of factors that can affect the use and performance of a NADCO® product, user is solely responsible for evaluating the NADCO® product and determining whether it is fit for a particular purpose and suitable for user’s method of application.

Warranty, Limited Remedy, and Disclaimer
Unless an additional warranty is specifically stated on the applicable NADCO® product packaging or product literature, NADCO® warrants that each NADCO® product meets the applicable NADCO® product specification at the time NADCO® ships the product. NADCO® MAKES NO OTHER WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OR CONDITION ARISING OUT OF A COURSE OF DEALING, CUSTOM OR USAGE OF TRADE. If the NADCO® product does not conform to this warranty, then the sole and exclusive remedy is, at NADCO® option, replacement of the NADCO® product or refund of the purchase price.

Limitation of Liability
Except where prohibited by law, NADCO® will not be liable for any loss or damage arising from the NADCO® product, whether direct, indirect, special incidental or consequential regardless of the legal theory asserted, including warranty, contract, negligence or strict liability.